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Portland Winter
Light Festival
Coming February 3 - 11, 2023

Sponsorship
Opportunities
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Portland Winter Light Festival
The Portland Winter Light Festival is an annual

weekends, transforming Portland into a testing

program of the Willamette Light Brigade, and the

ground for new ideas and integrating every

mission of this dynamic event is to build community

neighborhood like never before with bold,

by bringing cutting-edge art and technology to

community-oriented installations. Attendees explored

inclusive audiences while invigorating Portland in the

all corners of Portland on foot, by bike, and by car.

winter. In order to do this, we partner with artists,
organizations, individuals, and businesses to create

The support of a small group of visionary sponsors,

an event that highlights unique creativity that one

government support, and contributions from

can only find in Portland. We invite guests of all ages

individual donors made the event a reality. The 2022

to enjoy the events for free, and we strive to

PDXWLF would not have been possible without the

produce an environmentally friendly festival that will

extreme generosity of artists who donated their time,

flourish for many years to come.

energy, and creativity, and the incredible support of
community partners who came together to make this

Building on the decentralized festival model adopted

event a reality.

in 2021, the 2022 event stretched over two
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A Sleeping City Wakes Up
The Portland Winter Light Festival 2022 saw unprecedented success, providing Portland residents and
visitors alike with the opportunity to experience levity and community after many long pandemic months.
The event took place February 4 – 12, and brought the sleeping city back to life filling the streets of Portland
with masked attendees exploring, dancing, and enjoying a communal art experience.
The event featured four major anchor art sites in the central city hosting dynamic illuminated sculptures,
video projections, interactive digital art, pop-up performances, music, food carts, and more. Throughout
Portland, the event featured over 100 pop-up art installations in various business districts, storefronts, retail
windows, hotel lobbies, front yards, public parks and more.
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Art When We
Need It Most
The festival is family friendly,
free to attend, and takes place in
February when there are few
free cultural activities in the city.
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Guests explored every corner of the Portland area on a city-wide art scavenger
hunt, delighting in the act of seeking out and finding art in unexpected places.
Attendees explored businesses, food carts, and restaurants, and engaged with
every corner of Portland. Art creates a sense of place, and provides a reason for
people to get together and go out and explore, even during the dark of winter.

"So good! Thank you! There are so
many people out and about while
enjoying magical evenings. Thanks
for bringing the joy and warmth in
the middle of winter!"
- Bob N, Facebook user

"It was great! Gave my group a
“reason” to go downtown and fun
destinations to walk around my own
neighborhoods. Thanks!"
-Visitor survey respondent
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Poised For The Future
Light festivals are proven cultural and economic drivers for
the cities that host them. Now in its eighth year, the Portland
Winter Light Festival has seen unprecedented growth with
attendance of 189,000 in 2022.
The Festival takes place over two weekends in February and
features pop-up art throughout Portland with dynamic
anchor sites in the central city. The event has the unique
ability to stimulate community engagement both downtown
and in neighborhood business districts, driving tourism and
exploration throughout the City. The Festival encourages
businesses, organizations, and communities alike to get
involved; providing equitable access to free art for families
and visitors.

Attendance Growth + Projection
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2023 Sponsorship
Dazzling
$5,000+

Light
Ambassador
$2,500+

One
Group
Mention

One
Group
Mention

One
Group
Mention

Four
Tickets

Two
Tickets

Two
Tickets

Radiant
$25,000+

Shimmering
$15,000+

Sparkling
$10,000+

Dedicated
email story
+ Logo

Dedicated
email story +
Logo

Email
mention +
Logo

Two
Dedicated
Mentions-

One
Dedicated
Mention-

Four+
Tickets

Four+
Tickets

Luminary
Circle
$1,000+

Media Engagement Opportunity

Mention in Festival Press
Releases

Email Promotion
10K+ subscribers

Logo on Promotional Materials
Print and digital, pending timeline

Recognition on PDXWLF Main
Page Sponsor list
Organized by giving level

Social Media Promotion
Visible to 40K+ followers

Logo on Festival Signage
Visible to 200K+ attendees

Tickets to VIP Festival ActivityConnect with other supporters of
the Festival

Two
Tickets

Recognition on PDXWLF
Sponsorship Page
Up to 100K views
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To Get Involved,
Contact:
www.pdxwlf.com
director@pdxwlf.com
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